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Outline

   Glasses:
    Hard Colloids:  Hard Spheres …..
    Soft Colloids:  Star polymers …….
    Attractive Colloids: Depletion …..
    Repulsive Colloids: Yukawa….

Gels:
    Competing Interactions
    Limited valence potentials

Aims:
1) Review the rich variety of glass-behaviors observed in colloidal

systems (and discuss the possible origins). What MCT can and
what can not do.

2) Discuss some recent ideas on the routes to gel formation and
possible connections/differences between gel and  glasses.



The word “colloid”
Size

Particles in a solvent



Examples

Lysozime

liposomes

Laponite 
microgel



Colloidal Interactions
Attraction:

Repulsion

A=A(n1,n2)

κ=κ(salt concentration)



To prevent aggregation:  
Charge Stabilization
Steric Stabilization



Hard Spheres (HS)
Equilibrium properties

• Hard spheres
present a a
fluid–solid  phase
separation due to
entropic effects

σ



Sterically stabilized PMMA particles  (polydispersity 5-10 %) 

Courtesy P. Pusey



Hard Spheres (HS)

• Hard spheres present a a
fluid–solid  phase separation
due to entropic effects

•Experimentally, at φ=0.58%
the system freezes forming
disordered aggregates.  (1)

MCT transition
φ=51.6%

1. W. van Megen and P.N. Pusey Phys. Rev. A 43, 5429 (1991)



HS MCT-Exp
(density correlations)

Once the  location of
the glass line has been
rescaled. MCT
accounts for
experimental data
within 15% accuracy
level

Fit in (φ−φ MCT)

W. van Megen and S.M. Underwood 

Phys. Rev. Lett. 70, 2766 (1993)



Cage Effect

Explanation of the cage and
analysis of correlation function

Rattling
 in the
cage

Cage Dynamics

log(t)

Φq(t)

fq

MCT
predicts fq



Long time limit:

(thanks Kuni !)



MCT ---  Comparison for the non-ergodicity factore Binary HS

Foffi et al  prl 2003

dB=0.6dA



The HS MSD close to the glass transition

EXP:  W. van Megen et al. PRE 58, 6073 (1998)  (symbols+lines)
MCT: M. Sperl, PRE 71 060401 (2005)  (red dashed lines)

Cage size



Brambilla et al.
PMMA 260 nm (grafted polymer)
10 % polidispersity (no cryst over several months)



Brambilla et al.

Exp and 
MC simul



Other 
hard 
bodies…

Donev et al



De  Michele et al.
Letz et al.

Donev et al

See also
works on
dumbbell
(Chong, 
Moreno..)



Adding Attractions between
Colloids



Depletion Interactions

2



 Phase diagram of spherical
potentials -role of the range

V.J. Anderson and H.N.W. Lekkerkerker Nature 416, 811 (2002)

Hard-Sphere Large Range Short Range

Possible with
proteins and
colloids

Interplay between
glass formation 
and phase separation



Glass line (D->0)
Liquid-Gas Spinodal

Binary Mixture
LJ particles

“Equilibrium”
“homogeneous”
arrested states
only for large
packing fraction

BMLJ (Sastry)

What happen to the 
glass line with
attractions ?



 Phase diagram of
spherical potentials*

 (excluding crystals)0.13<φc<0.27

*One component,  *One component,  ““Hard-CoreHard-Core””  
plus attractionplus attraction

(Foffi et al PRL 94, 078301, 2005)



Do we see the same with colloids ?

Adding to HS a short-range attraction….

(play with T [polymer depletant] in
addition to φ)



Quadratic mean
square

displacement

(in the glass)

log(t)

(0.1 σ)2

MSD



Hard Spheres
Potential

Square-Well short
range attractive
Potential

σ + Δ

σ

Adding  a short-range attraction

Attractive
Glass

ε

Τ >>  ε Τ <<  ε

lowering T



Log(t)

Mean squared displacement

repulsive
attractive

(0.1 σ)2

Δ2

Figure  1 di Natmat

How does the system change from one (glass) to the
other one ?  Let’s ask MCT.



MCT  IDEAL GLASS LINES (PY) - SQUARE WELL MODEL - CHANGING Δ 

PRE-63-011401-2001

Role of the width

Δ

A3

A4

V(r)



Non ergodicity parameters for the
two glasses

MCT Predictions:
Wavevector dependence of the non ergodicity parameter (plateau)
along the glass line

Fabbian et al PRE R1347 (1999)
Bergenholtz and Fuchs, PRE 59 5708 (1999)

HS (repulsive)
glass

Attractive glass

fluid



Isodiffusivity
Isodiffusivity curves (Event Driven MD)

Zaccarelli et al PRE 2002



Decay of correlation along an isochrone

High T
(HS-plateau)

low T
(attractive plateau)



Sub diffusive !

Δ2

~(0.1 σ)2



Non-ergodicity factor
Attractive Glass

HS
glass



Experimental Verifications



Te
m
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re

Glass samples

Fluid samples
MCT fluid-
glass line

Fluid-glass line
from experiments







Colloidal-Polymer Mixture with Re-entrant
Glass Transition in a Depletion Interactions

T. Eckert and E. Bartsch

Phys.Rev. Lett. 89 125701 (2002)

 HS
 (increasing φ)

Adding
short-range
attraction

T. Eckert and E. Bartsch



Barsh PRL (phi effect)
Temperature



The A4 point !



Tracing the A4 point

• Tracing the A4 point: Theory and Simulation

φΜD = 1.897φPY-0.3922
TMD = 0.5882TPY - 0.225

PY PY +
transformation

Phys. Rev. Lett. 91, 268301, 2003

PY-MCT overestimates ideal attractive glass T by a factor of 2  



Φq(t)=fq-hq [B(1) ln(t/τ) + B(2)
q ln2(t/τ)].

Phi(t)

Same T and φ, different Δ



Sub-diffusive MSD for five decades….

MSD logaritmico





?



Long range Repulsion



Effective Potential
for Charged Colloids
(Poisson-Boltzmann)

Screening length 
controlled 
by salt and colloid



Yukawa phase diagram (neglecting HS)



Φ=0.27

Φ=0.21

Note peak
shift



Yukawa Glasses….

E. Zaccarelli et al, Phys. Rev. Lett. 100, 195701 (2008).

Again… 
MCT failure and success



Soft Colloids: Star Polymers



   Star Polymers

   control parameters:
 f  functionality/arm number, σ diameter ~ Rh

f=2 polymer chains;    f        ∞ hard spheres

• very long chains
• microscopic core



Effective interactions: ultrasoftness

logarithmic divergence (from scaling arguments)
+ Yukawa tail

Likos et al PRL (1998)

•potential is athermal
•interactions are purely

repulsive
•tunable softness with f

f



theory
star-micelles
stars

Laurati et al PRL (2005)

Likos et al PRL (1998)

Validation of potential against experiments

Star-polymers with 
different concentration

asymmetric PEP-PEO
star-like micelles



Star Polymer Phase Diagram

Watzlawek, Likos, Löwen PRL (1999)
Foffi et al PRL (2003)

(body centered
 orthogonal)



Binary mixtures of stars:  theory and experiments

small stars
f2 = 16,32,64

control parameters: q =σ2/σ1,  ρ2

large stars
f1 =263
ρ1 =0.345         glass



MCT 
calculations
for several
f1-f2 pairs

q

q q

Mayer et al Nature Materials 7, 780 (2008)

q q



...and experiments:
different f1/f2 combinations

C. Mayer et al Nature Materials 7, 780 (2008)

New double

q



Similarity with asymmetric binary hard sphere mixtures
Imhof & Dhont PRL 75, 1662 (1995)

double glass

single glass



Iso-diffusivity curves from MD Simulations

fluid

single glass

         MD simulations with mass ratio scaling as (f2/f1)    q
             to account for different short-time mobilities

2/3   5/3

double glass

q

fluid

New double
         glass 

Single
glass

Double glass

fluid



Partial Mean Squared Displacements

single glass

double glass

single glass



Partial density autocorrelation functions:
single glass

dashed curves are stretched exponential fits

Small starsLarge stars



Partial non-ergodicity parameters:
 single glass

Mayer et al Macromolecules 42, 423 (2009)



Partial density autocorrelation functions:
double glass

dashed curves are stretched
exponential fits

Large stars small stars

dashed curves are logarithmic
fits:
~ fq –hq[A ln(t/т)+ Bq ln2 (t/т)]



Density correlators for small stars display LOG behavior,
as close to a glass-glass transition according to MCT

Partial non-ergodicity parameters:
 double glass

C. Mayer et al Macromolecules 42, 423 (2009)



Partial density autocorrelation functions:
new double glass

Large stars

dashed curves are logarithmic fits: 
~ fq –hq[A ln(t/т)+ Bq ln (t/т)] 2 dashed curves are stretched

exponential fits

Small stars



Density correlators for LARGE stars display LOG behavior:
a large star glass-glass transition?

Partial non-ergodicity parameters:
 new double glass



Snapshots of nearest-neighbours cages around a Large Star

ρ2=0.5ρ2=0.05 ρ2=1.5

ρ2=3.0 ρ2=4.0



Microgel particles of varying elasticity



Glasses and Gels….



Glass line (D->0)
Liquid-Gas Spinodal

Binary Mixture
LJ particles

“Equilibrium”
“homogeneous”
arrested states
only for large
packing fraction

BMLJ (Sastry)

What happen with
attractions ?



Two possibilities, on reducing the range of
interaction  (depletion interactions, proteins)

Simulations Supported
(Foffi et al PRL 94, 078301, 2005)

Contradictory exp results
MCT (Fuchs, Bergenholtz)



For  depletion
interactions, arrest
at low φ  (gelation) is
the  result of a phase
separation process
interrupted by the
glass transition

CONFOCAL 
IMAGES
First Order Transition 



How relevant is the shape of the interaction potential
When the potential is short-ranged ?

Noro-Frenkel: Extended corresponding-states behavior for particles
with variable range attractions, J. Chem. Phys. 113, 2941 (2000)

Only B2 matters









Spherical potentials: arrested phase separation 
(interrupted by the glass transition)

arrested 
dense phase

quench

Non-equilibrium route to gelation

From Zaccarelli,  Topical Review JPCM 19, 323101 (2007)





How to go to  low T at low φ (in metastable equilibrium)

Reducing “valence”

How to suppress phase separation ?

Competing interactions



Competing Interactions

Phase separation is suppressed - Cluster phases (microphase separation)



Toledano JCF, FS, Zaccarelli E
Colloidal systems with competing
interactions: from an arrested repulsive
cluster phase to a gel
Soft Matter 5, 2390-2398 (2009)

Φ=0.04

Φ=0.12Φ=0.08

kT/A=2   kT/ε=0.1

ξ=2σ



Two questions:

1) Why a glass of cluster at low packing 

2) Why one-dimensional shapes at larger packing



How do “spherical” clusters interact ?

How do cluster interact



Yukawa Phase Diagram

bcc

fcc

bcc

πσ3/6 n



N=1

Description of the flow in the
Yukawa model

πσ3/6 n



N=2
πσ3/6 n



N=4
πσ3/6 n



N=8
πσ3/6 n



N=16

πσ3/6 n



N=32

πσ3/6 n



N=64
πσ3/6 n



Comparison between theoretical and simulation g(r)



Why one dimensional growth….
Ground-state clusters (S. Mossa et al, Langmuir 20, 10756, 2004)



Cluster shapes for large but significantly screened repulsions 

Bernal Spiral (ground state)

Branching (finite T) induces gelation !

FS, P. Tartaglia, E. Zaccarelli
One dimensional cluster growth and branching gels 
in colloidal systems with short-range depletion 
attractive and screened electrostatic repulsion
J. Phys. Chem. B 109, 21942-21953, 2005











within a simple model
short-ranged attraction 

+ density-dependent repulsion

F. Cardinaux, A. Stradner, P. Schurtenberger, FS and E. Zaccarelli
Europhysics Letter, 77, 48004, 2007

Modeling cluster phases in 
lysozyme solutions

One-Component Microion Approach -  Belloni
L., J. Chem. Phys., 85 (1986) 519.



How to go to  low T at low φ (in metastable equilibrium)

Reducing “valence”

How to suppress phase separation ?

Competing interactions



Monomer swollen cross-linked polymer particles 



Pine

Pine’s particles

Self-Organization of Bidisperse Colloids in Water Droplets
Young-Sang Cho, Gi-Ra Yi, Jong-Min Lim, Shin-Hyun Kim,
Vinothan N. Manoharan,, David J. Pine, and Seung-Man
Yang J. Am. Chem. Soc.; 2005; 127(45) pp 15968 - 15975;

Pine



Mohwald



DNA functionalized particles: 
modulating the interaction





Phase Diagram - Theory and Simulations

What happens to the gas-liquid
critical point ?

What happen to the “arrest” lines ?



Valence Reduction



Average valence less than 2….



Wertheim

Empty liquids !Cooling the liquids without phase separating!



A snapshot
of

<M>=2.025

N3=330

N2=5670

T=0.05, φ=0.01

See also S. `Saw et al PRL 2009



Wertheim  TPT  for associated liquids
(particles with M identical sticky sites )

At low densities and low T (for SW)…..
Vb



Wertheim  (in a nut-shell)
(ideal gas of loop-less clusters of independent bonds)    (Jackson)



Steric incompatibilities
satisfied if SW width δ
<0.11

No double bonding

Single bond per bond site

Steric Incompatibilities

No  ring configurations !



<M>=2.055

Wertheim theory predicts pb extremely well (in this model) !
(ground state accessed in equilibrium !!!!!)

 Emanuela Bianchi, Piero Tartaglia, Emilia La Nave and FS, Fully Solvable Equilibrium Self-Assembly Process:
Fine-Tuning the Clusters Size and the Connectivity in Patchy Particle Systems,  J. Phys. Chem. B 111, 11765
(2007).



Patchy particles - Critical Parameters
Comparison between theory (green) and simulations (blue)

Tc and φc tend to vanish when valence approaches two 



Generic features of the phase diagram
Branching introduces percolation and phase-separation!

Cv
max line

Percolation line

unstable



Phase diagram, Connectivity properties and cluster size distributions

Flory-Stockmayer
cluster size distributions
observed

Branching
introduces
percolation
and phase-
separation!

Cv
max line

Percolation line



The structure of the 
“fully connected network”:

φ=0.10

Average length connecting 
3-functional particles



S(q) with the valence



Dynamics in the fully connected gel

Reversible gels of patchy particles:  Role of the valence.
J. Russo, P. Tartaglia, FS, J. Chem. Phys., 131 (2009)

/σ

/σ



q

Intermediate Scattering Function
valence



equilibrium route to gelation with
patches (limited valence)

From Zaccarelli, JPCM Topical Review



See also S. Sastry, E. La Nave, F. Sciortino
Maximum valency lattice gas models
J. Stat. Mech. 12010, 2006



DNA dendrimers: bond selectivity - Valence 4 

A

T

C

C

C

A

A

A

C

T

T

T

G

G

G

G







Arrhenius Dynamics
at low T

STRONG LIQUIDS



Reduced Valence in atomic and molecular systems



Analogies with other network-forming potentials

SPC/E ST2 (Poole)

BKS silica
(Saika-Voivod)

 ρ(Ih)~0.9 g/cm3



Summary: routes to gels

arrested phase separation:
non-equilibrium route

Equilibrium routes to gelation:
with long-range repulsion        /        with patches

Zaccarelli, JPCM 19, 323101 (2007)



Kinetics of the self-assembly process

          (some ideas for aging)



M=2 EQUILIBRIUM  
(Chains)

Symbols = Simulation

Lines = Wertheim Theory

<L>

FS et al
J. Chem.Phys.126,
194903, 2007

Average chain length L 

Chain length distributions



M=2 EQUILIBRATION  (Growth of the Chains -Cates) 

Low T limit:

FS, C. De Michele and J. Douglas
Growth of equilibrium polymers under non-equilibrium conditions
J. Phys. Condensed Matter 20, 155101 (2008)

`



M=2 EQUILIBRATION  (Growth of the Chains) 

FS, C. De Michele and J. Douglas
Growth of equilibrium polymers under non-equilibrium conditions
J. Phys. Condensed Matter 20, 155101 (2008)



M=2 EQUILIBRATION  (Growth of the Chains) 

Low T limit:

FS, C. De Michele and J. Douglas
Growth of equilibrium polymers under non-equilibrium conditions
J. Phys. Condensed Matter 20, 155101 (2008)

Same   l

Same  φ



Equilibration (to a finite T)  in the presence
of branching (but no loops !)

(P. van Dongen and M. Ernst, J. Stat Phys 37, 301 (1984).)

At all times, the cluster size distribution is the same as the equilibrium
one, but with p(t) instead of peq



Equilibration (to a finite T)  in the presence
of branching (but no loops !)

(P. van Dongen and M. Ernst, J. Stat Phys 37, 301 (1984).)

At low T 
(irreversible coagulation)

At all times, the cluster size distribution is the same as the equilibrium
one, but with p(t) instead of peq

The resulting equation for p(t) CAN be solved analytically !!!



Comparing simulation and theory
(for patchy spheres)

Quench
protocol

Evolution of the number of bonds
following a T-jump, starting from
high-T

Same density
Different T

Same T
Different ρ

A parameter-free description of the kinetics of formation of loop-less branched structures and gels
FS, Cristiano De Michele, Silvia Corezzi, John Russo, Emanuela Zaccarelli and Piero Tartaglia,  
Soft Matter, 5, 2571, 2009



Irreversible aggregation in the
absence of bond loops

Chemical Gels….. 
Quench
protocol



Irreversible aggregation in the
absence of bond loops

Smoluchowski coagulation works !

Chemical Gel limit….. 
Quench
protocol



Chemical and physical
gelation  (in the absence of
loops)

t <---->T
At p(t) =p(T)

A parameter-free description of the kinetics of formation of loop-less branched structures and gels
FS, Cristiano De Michele, Silvia Corezzi, John Russo, Emanuela Zaccarelli and Piero Tartaglia,  
Soft Matter, 5, 2571, 2009
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